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I

n his response to The Genealogical Adam at the Dabar Conference,
Jack Collins cited an insightful blog by Jon Garvey on Original Sin, as
if it was a journal article. I have been wondering about the
significance of this footnote citation for two months.
One of the strange realities of the conversation between theology and
science is that the mos
mostt subs
substantiv
tantive
e dialog
dialogue
ue tak
takes
es plac
place
e in digital
spac
spaces
es. Scholarly work often ends up entwined with public
engagement. Key steps forward are often made in digital dialogue,
immediately micropublished unofficially online. Forum threads, news
letters, and blog posts can all become important artifacts in the
ongoing conversation.Interesting ideas can hit the conversation
immediately, without any filter. Peer review is real time, and part of
the dialogue. It is through public comments on a blog post, for
example, that new knowledge about population genetics was
uncovered.
In many ways, this is exciting, as everyone can contribute. The
scholarly work that is spawned is democratized, and its formation is
transparently out in the open. Digital dialogue may be the best way
towards consensus and understanding. There are, nonetheless,
important perils to digital dialogue we are facing, and this bears some
consideration.

Mistakes Are High Stakes
In this environment, it is often unclear which are the settled and
unsettled positions. It is often unclear what is official and unofficial.
Comments made in one place or another can be taken to mean much
more than they were originally meant. Much conflict can ensue.
Confusion might arise as casual comments in online forums might be
understood to carry more weight than originally intended.
For example, I cr
creat
eated
ed an unint
unintentional
entional mes
messs las
lastt w
week
eek with a blog
pos
postt her
here
e. In attempt to publicly workout who we are at Peaceful
Science, I proposed the term “post-evangelical” in reference to
another organization. Big mistake. Whatever real dynamics I might
have referenced, that term was not received well. In the interest of
comity, I withdrew the post and am genuinely sorry for the conflict it
stirred up. I am still looking for a good term to describe the
differences in our approach, but that was clearly the wrong way to
explain it. I am genuinely sorry for the conflict that stirred up.
I wonder if this sort contentious misunderstanding might be more
likely where the line blurs between official and unofficial positions,
between settled and unsettled thoughts. Going forward I do hope to

1

be good at retracting this quickly, and clarifying where I have made
mistakes, I have done in the past and am doing right here. No mat
mattter
what, public online ccommunication
ommunication is g
going
oing tto
o be an ong
ongoing
oing risk ffor
or
ever
eryyone
one..
Seeing this risk, some will withdraw from meaningful digital dialogue
all together, but that would be a tragedy. Some of the best examples
of real progress and dialogue are taking place in online conversations
right now. Ins
Insttead o
off withdr
withdra
awing
wing,, I hope w
we
e can be a ccommunity
ommunity o
off
gr
grac
ace
e, that will tolerate and forgive missteps in public. Everyone takes
a risk when they communicate in public, but it might be the only way
we can all move forward in such a fragmented and interdisciplinary
context.

Important Artifacts Un-Citable
A larger problem, however, is the difficulty citing online artifacts of
real significance. The pr
problem
oblem is gr
gro
owing as k
ke
ey adv
advanc
ances
es this las
lastt
year w
wer
ere
e made in fforum
orum thr
threads
eads,, not peer
peer-r
-re
evie
view
wed ar
articles
ticles.. I
anticipate this trend will continue. All the important findings
eventually need to be published in peer-reviewed journals, but the
forum threads and blog posts are independently important
contributions. They should be cited both now and in the future, but
how?
This is an important challenge facing everyone in this area. To give an
important example from a peer-reviewed paper published last week:
1. A blog post by Robert Carter made an important point about
population genetics.
2. Responding to the blog, a forum thread by another scientist and
myself responded to his point with experimental results.
3. In response to the forum thread, Robert Carter and John Sanford
(and others) published a peer-reviewed article at a conference
last week.
This was an interesting and illuminating exchange. Real dialogue took
place, and it took all our understanding forward. It is an example of
the type of substantive dialogue that should be rewarded and
encouraged. Right now, however, real dialogue like this risks being
lost and forgotten because it is un-citable.
The final paper references the forum thread. However, online forums
in particular, and URLs in general, are ephemeral. Blog software
changes, remapping URLs of cited articles. After the fact edits can
evaporate key points of discussion. Forum threads can also vanish.
URLs ar
are
e not a sstable
table or rrec
ecommended
ommended w
wa
ay o
off citing digital rresour
esourcces
es..
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DOIs A Partial Solution?
When ephemeral artifacts have become so important, we need better
identifier than URLs. Perhaps stable digital object identifiers
(DOIs) could be helpful here. With that in mind, we recently started
using Zenodo to archive key digital artifacts I am to citing in an
upcoming book on genealogical ancestry. For example, look at these
entries:
1. The Sapientia article from June 2017, where I first proposed the
idea of The Genealogical Adam. DOI 10.5281/zenodo.1328264
2. The comments on a blog, where several scientists examined
commonly stated claims of population genetics, finding that an
ancient bottleneck of “humans” might not contradict the
evidence (514 pages!). DOI 10.5281/zenodo.1323939
3. My technical summary of the salient points I learned from these
blog comments: Heliocentric Certainty Against a Bottleneck of
Two? DOI 10.5281/zenodo.1328247
4. One of the best dialogues we have had with another organization,
took place on their forum. Here, we explored last November
thethe science and theology of universal ancestry. Several key
points were engaged in depths, and I hope for more
conversations like this with them.
DOI 10.5281/zenodo.1328255
5. A dialogue with Winston Ewert on his new paper on the Peaceful
Science Forum. DOI 10.5281/zenodo.1318762
A DOI can be assigned to any forum thread or blog at Peaceful
Science. They include a static PDF file that serve as the definitive
reference. The DOI record, also, can link back to the original URL from
where the stable version was uploaded. To enc
encour
ourag
age
e citation,
scholars can rreques
equestt rregis
egistr
tration
ation o
off a DOI ffor
or an
anything
ything on our blog or
forum, and we will do our best to accommodate you. The full list of
Peaceful Science DOIs will always be visible at Zenodo. For highly

related work on other sites, such as Jon Garvey’s blog post, we can
also register DOI’s if the author’s allow us.
I hope, also, that key publishers like The Creation Project and
Perspectives on Science and the Christian Faith would consider
assigning DOIs to their articles too. This might be a good way to
ensure a more stable and citable record of the science and theology
conversation. In time, I hope to release a definitive list of DOIs for the
conversation this last year on genetic and genealogical ancestry, for
citation by scholars engaging this work.
The vvalue
alue o
off this curr
currentl
entlyy un-citable ccon
onvversation might gr
gro
ow as time
goes on. In particular, we are looking forward to regularly hosting
conversations with leading scholars. This coming week, for example,
Greg Cootsona will be discussing his book and the ASA workshop on
Reworking the Science of Adam. I hope you can join us. Some of
these conversations may end up important in unexpected ways.

What Are We Becoming?
We are still figuring out important things about the identity of
Peaceful Science. This is unavoidably going to require exploration, in
language and imagery, of how we situation ourselves in the wider
conversation.
There was a surprising amount of controversy that erupted from my
blog post last week. Some found it very helpful, but some were
offended. To calm things down, I am glad to have withdrawn that blog
post. I emphasiz
emphasize
e ag
again
ain that w
we
e ar
are
e sstil
tilll fig
figuring
uring things out at
Peac
eaceful
eful Scienc
Science
e. We do not have all the answers. We are really
curious, nonetheless about the questions. Maybe your voice will
shape us as we grow into whatever this might become.
Come join us sometime on our forum. Help us do better.
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